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Possibility 1: The machine is a
“1-tape Turing machine
using selection sort.”
Specifically: The machine has
a 1-dimensional array
containing Θ( ) “cells.”
Each cell stores Θ(lg ) bits.
Input and output are
stored in these cells.

The machine also has a
“head” moving through array.
Head contains Θ(1) cells.
Head can see the cell at
its current array position;
perform arithmetic etc.;
move to adjacent array position.
Selection sort: Head
looks at each array position,
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moves it to the end of the array,
picks up the second largest,
etc.
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its current array position;
perform arithmetic etc.;
move to adjacent array position.
Selection sort: Head
looks at each array position,
picks up the largest number,
moves it to the end of the array,
picks up the second largest,
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Moving to adjacent array position
takes (1) seconds.
Moving a number to end of array
takes 1+ (1) seconds.
Same for comparisons etc.
Total sorting time:
2+ (1) seconds.
Cost of machine:
1+ (1) Euros
for 1+ (1) cells.
Negligible extra cost for head.
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Cost of machine: once again
1+ (1) Euros.
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To sort one row:
Sort each pair in parallel.
31415926
13145926
Sort alternate pairs in parallel.
13145926
11345296
Repeat.
Can prove that row is sorted
when number of steps
equals row length.
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How expensive is it to
factor 1024-bit RSA keys?
We still don’t know.
Can now find many papers
making wild predictions.
None of the predictions
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NFS speed is complicated.
Example: NFS factors
using an auxiliary polynomial.
Number of polynomial choices
is huge. Effect of polynomial
takes time to compute.
Some papers don’t put enough
effort into polynomial choice,
so they underestimate NFS speed.
Some papers make unjustified
optimal-polynomial extrapolations,
so they overestimate NFS speed.

At a lower level, today’s
massively parallel computers
are much less streamlined
than today’s Pentiums.
Computer market will evolve.
Massive parallelism will
become the de-facto standard,
and will be tuned carefully.
How much speed will we gain?
Today it’s hard to say.
But we’ll find out!

